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{{Character
|type= Loyalist
|firstname= Arias
|lastname= Lewin
|homeworld= Chandrila
|birth=0 ABY|0 ABY]] (34 years)
|species= [[starwars:Human|Human]]
|gender= Female
|hair= Black
|eyes= Green
|height= 1.67m
|weight= 60kg
|allies= [[Teylas Ramar]]
|profession= Brigadier
|era= [[Dark Jedi Brotherhood Era]]
|affiliation= [[Clan Plagueis]]
}}

Arias Lewin is currently a part of [[Clan Plagueis]], serving as Brigadier of the Mobile Infantry 
Regiment. Arias is a analytical and intelligent individual. Her personality is very dry, calm and 
collected at almost all times. The only time any real emotion is shown is when her family is 
being threatened. When that is the case a cold rage is shown and she destroys any in her path 
to rescue her family. Arias takes time to analyze her opponents and counter their maneuvers 
with the most effective of her repertoire of tried and tested maneuvers. 

== Character History ==
=== Service for Plagueis ===
Not all who serve in the military machine that is Plagueis, are forced to be there. Brigadier Arias 
Lewin is one such. Arias was previously a commander in the New Republic Military. Unhappy 
with the policies being developed by the New Republic, Arias strained against her command 
structure. This came to a head during a conflict with the Dark Jedi Brotherhood on the planet of 
Akiva. Arias took her time to study out and learn her enemy before engaging in any serious 
conflict. She became fascinated with her enemies, and entranced with their military techniques 
and possibilities. For reasons only know to herself, Arias betrayed the New Republic and joined 
the Dark Jedi Brotherhood. It was at this moment that Arias began her professional relationship 
with Teylas Ramar, who at the time was the Proconsul of the Plagueis Military. 

Arias met with Teylas, giving away military secrets, positions and advantages in return for a 
position in Plagueis. The information that Arias gave to Plagueis allowed for a decisive victory 
and secured her position. In Teylas’ rise to power as Consul of Plagueis, Arias too was able to 
secure a stronger position. She was appointed to Brigadier, Commander of the Mobile Infantry 
Regiment. She still serves in this position, and was fortunate to survive the decimation of the 
Plagueis fleet, having gone to Aliso before the destruction. 

== Appearance ==
=== Physical Characteristics ===



Arias Lewin is a short, dark haired, female human. She’s got a soft oval face, that has almost 
never been known to smile. She keeps her raven hair cut relatively short, shoulder length or 
shorter. 

=== Attire ===
Arias Lewin’s general attire is her Plagueis military uniform. She keeps to the usual dress 
standards, except the cap. She keeps her black pants and jacket neatly pressed and cleaned at 
all times. She retains a few medals and awards from her time in the New Republic Military, 
which she wears only on special occasions. She is very proud of her achievements and likes 
others to know it. 

=== Weapons ===
Arias generally doesn’t enjoy combat herself, but if needs be she does carry her BlasTech 
DL-18 Blaster Pistol. She’s a capable shooter, but enjoys controlling the conflict and have others 
fight for her, rather than engage in combat herself. 


